
We are at the Tipping Point and we shall win back our freedom! 

Hello everyone!

Many uplifting developments have happened since I emailed you Global Crisis: Some 
Recent Developments on January 17.

The fraudulous narrative of the elite globalists is crumbling worldwide - see The 
Narrative is Falling Apart, Piece By Piece - and they won't be able to rachet up the 
oppressive measures that are now going to be dismantled along with the last shred of 
legitimity of those who have highjacked and corrupted our democracies for so long.

The battle for our real freedom is far from over, yet in the hearts and minds of an ever 
growing number of souls, disempowering fear has now given way to empowered, 
steadfast commitment to stand their ground and claim back their/our full sovereignty as 
divine souls learning the ropes of being enlightened humans.

As you certainly heard by now, embattled Boris Johnson has lifted most COVID-related 
restrictions 3 days ago including the compulsory use of vaccination pass and the 
wearing of face masks - see HERE and HERE. Likewise Ireland drops most COVID 
restrictions in wake of 'Omicron storm' and The Czech Republic has reversed course on 
a previous administration’s Covid vaccination requirement.

In view of the relatively benign global impacts of the Omicron variant, most other 
governments are now planning to follow suit in the coming weeks as the pressure eases 
on understaffed hospitals burdened with ill people, most of whom are described as "with 
covid", every incoming hospital patient being tested for Covid, no matter their actual 
reason for being hospitalized, so as to artificially inflate the statistics designed to 
maintain the fear narrative.

The growing pressure from demonstrations, as well as from average people, 
businesses and organizations tired of counterproductive, incoherent restrictions, is 
forcing governments to relent their stranglehold of legal freedoms and economies. 

The elite's plan to create global chaos in order to impose their one-world-government 
tyrannical dream, first through the use of this bioweaponized virus and these toxic 
injections, and then through economic destructuration and middle class 
impoverishment, will nevertheless leave a trail of destruction in its wake over the coming 
couple years. But People Power is now gradually beating back the take over of their 
democratic institutions and of most media outlets through a slew of alternative means of 
self-organization and communication that the elite cannot control, save from shutting 
down the Internet they depend on to try to establish their global control schemes.

Among the numerous stellar examples of this People Power is the VERY large 
demonstrations that will take place tomorrow (Sunday, January 23) in Washington and 
Brussels where hundreds of thousands of people are converging right now. If you 
cannot physically join these events, it is recommended you join through meditation and 
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any other means you know to raise global vibrations out of reach of the fear tactics used 
to deprive people from their sovereign right to think on their own and freely choose how 
to care for their health. 

You'll find below the necessary information about this and much more!

United for Peace, Love and Harmony on Earth.

Jean Hudon

Earth Rainbow Network Coordinator

FEEL FREE TO SHARE!

European Demonstration for Democracy 23th of January – Brussels

March for Freedom, Democracy and Human Rights organized by more than 560 
organizations from across Europe

https://www.europeansunited.eu/calendar/

Check their homepage at https://www.europeansunited.eu to know what they stand for.

The roster of speakers for this event is shown at https://childrenshealthdefense.eu/live-
stream/ where it will be livestreamed with the replay available there afterwards.

For the Washington DC demonstration, see at https://defeatthemandatesdc.com and 
read the following from...

Worldwide Walkouts Continue Across the Globe  
 
With a 4 min video worth watching

“Defeat the Mandates: An American Homecoming” on January 23 in Washington, 
D.C. aims to unite all citizens in reclaiming individual liberties and democratic 
principles

Join Children’s Health Defense (CHD) this Sunday at 11:30 a.m. Eastern at the 
Washington Monument and march to the Lincoln memorial. 

Stand united to protest all government mandates. United we stand and in peace we 
march.

Participants from all walks of life will be attending, regardless of political affiliation, race, 
ideology or vaccination status. We will gather to peacefully protest and march together 
in unity to restore democracy, reclaim our civil liberties and say NO to mandates.
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Speaker highlights include Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., Del Bigtree, Dr. Robert Malone, Dr. 
Peter McCullough, Dr. Pierre Kory, Dr. Paul Marik, Dr. Ryan Cole, Dr. Aaron Kheriaty, 
Steve Kirsch, Dr. Christina Parks, Dr. Paul Alexander, Dr. Richard Urso, Attorney Tricia 
Lindsay, Kevin Jenkins, Rev. Aaron Lewis, Rabbi Epstein, Tramell Johnson, Jo Rose (Jo 
Speaks Truth), Lara Logan, Angela Stanton King, Chris Martenson, Kwame Brown, 
Trahern Crews and many more!

Comedian JP Sears will emcee the event.

Musical performances will also be a part of the event, featuring Jimmy Levy and Hi-Rez 
the rapper, Five Times August, and Matt Brevner.

Tens of thousands have already registered to be here on this historic day. Learn more 
and make your plans to stand together to Defeat the Mandates. Spread the word, share 
on social and encourage those in your community to make their plans to be in 
Washington DC. Buses are now available for same-day, roundtrip transportation to DC 
from multiple states. Check back often as more buses will be added. 
Register for Bus – Join us on Jan. 23 in D.C.

The goal of the march is to peacefully protest vaccine mandates, vaccine passports, 
COVID vaccines for children, and censorship. 

Participants will be marching in support of informed consent, natural immunity, and the 
doctor/patient relationship which should exist independent of government interference.

In addition to objecting to COVID vaccine mandates on democratic principle, many are 
also expressing concern about the safety of these shots citing that as yet another 
reason to protest mandates. The latest data from the U.S. government’s Vaccine 
Adverse Events Reporting System (VAERS) reveals 1,053,830 adverse events following 
COVID vaccination including 22,193 deaths.

“The rise of tyranny can only be stopped if Americans rise up against it while they still 
have enough freedom left to do so,” said CHD president and general counsel Mary 
Holland. “We encourage all who can be in Washington on January 23rd to stand in 
peace and unity with us. Once governments take away the rights of individuals, they are 
nearly impossible to regain.”

Defeat the Mandates: An American Homecoming. CHD will livestream the event on 
CHD.TV.

Help spread the word! Access our promotional assets for Defeat the Mandates — 
including the four images below and more — to share on your social media. CLIP

On The Eve of Washington March, Covid Declaration By Robert W Malone MD, MS   
(January 22, 2022) 

Now Backed by More Than 17,000 Doctors and Medical Scientists Around the World  
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https://www.lewrockwell.com/2022/01/no_author/on-the-eve-of-washington-march-
covid-declaration/

... The over 17,000 signers to the declaration have reached consensus on three 
foundational principles:  

• Healthy children should not be subject to forced vaccination: they face negligible risk 
from covid, but face potential permanent, irreversible risk to their health if vaccinated, 
including heart, brain, reproductive and immune system damage. 

• Natural Immunity Denial has prolonged the pandemic and needlessly restricted the 
lives of Covid-recovered people. Masks, lockdowns, and other restrictions have caused 
great harm especially to children and delayed the virus’ transition to endemic status. 

• Health agencies and institutions must cease interfering with the physician-patient 
relationship. Policymakers are directly responsible for hundreds of thousands of deaths, 
as a result of institutional interference and blocking treatments proven to cure at a near 
100% rate when administered early. CLIP

Meanwhile 24 hour-all around the world rallies are taking place on January 22 and 
23 in more than 40 countries

https://worldwidedemonstration.com

Examples from today's news: Thousands protest against Covid vaccination pass in 
Sweden's capital - Anti-vaccine mandate and lockdown rallies held in Canada, Europe - 
Thousands join NHS staff to protest mandatory jabs - Protests in the U.K. over Vaccine 
Mandates for Healthcare workers - NHS staff throw their uniforms at the entrance to 
Downing Street in protest of vaccine mandate - Worldwide Rally for Freedom Toronto 
(tens of thousands of people joined the march despite a very cold weather!) - Melbourne 
Citizens Rally Against COVID Restrictions - Thousands protest march across Australia 
during ‘freedom’ rallies - COVID Protests Rally Against Restrictions - Les Patriotes et 
leurs sympathisants manifestent contre le pass vaccinal à Paris -

OTHER NEWS YOU MAY HAVE MISSED...

UK Government Officials Face Police Investigation Over COVID Vaccines

https://childrenshealthdefense.eu/public-health/uk-government-officials-face-police-
investigation-over-covid-vaccines/

‘Convoy for Freedom’: Canadian Truckers Hit the Road in Fight Over Vaccine 
Mandates

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/convoy-for-freedom-canadian-truckers-
vaccine-mandates/
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Update: Over 38 000 truckers are said to converge from all across Canada to 
participate to this action and over 1 million dollars have been raised to cover their fuel 
expenses. They plan to block Ottawa on January 29 until the Canadian governement 
cancels all mandates and then some say they'll drive to Quebec to pressure the 
government to do the same. One of them wrote: "We are here to take our country back. 
It couldn’t be more serious." Much more info through https://www.facebook.com/
Freedom-Convoy-2022-100286905896085/ and https://canada-unity.com/bearhug/ 
Check also: Canadian Truckers Protest COVID Mandates By Blocking All Traffic Lanes 
To And From The U.S.. There will be a march for people who want to join the truckers 
protest in Ottawa.

U.S. Judge Blocks Biden Federal Employee COVID Vaccine Mandate

https://www.reuters.com/legal/government/us-judge-blocks-biden-federal-employee-
covid-19-vaccine-mandate-2022-01-21/

WASHINGTON, Jan 21 (Reuters) - A judge in Texas ruled on Friday that President Joe 
Biden could not require federal employees to be vaccinated against the coronavirus and 
blocked the U.S. government from disciplining employees who failed to comply. CLIP

A 46 page motion has been filed on December 6, 2021 by several anti-covid 
activists before the International Criminal Court in The Hague against the main 
people responsible for the false pandemic, "for numerous violations of the 
Nuremberg Code, crimes against humanity, war crimes and crimes of aggression 
in the United Kingdom, but not limited to individuals in these countries".

https://www.docdroid.com/WUjv6iw/icc-complaint-7-1-pdf

Excerpt: "There is good reason to assume that a large percentage of the UK population 
(and world population) is now at risk of either serious illness or death due to the recent 
mRNA ‘vaccines’. Animal studies conducted in 2012-2013 (Appendix 35 and 36) to test 
mRNA vaccines found most animals died within 2 weeks of receiving the treatment, this 
is equivalent to 1.5 years for humans. The vaccinated have been exposed to the very 
same ‘man-made spike protein’ as the virus. Both the virus and the vaccines have been 
proven to be able to change human DNA (Appendix 37). The immune system is unlikely 
to ever return to what it was after receiving a covid ‘vaccination’. Several high-level 
immunologists and vaccine designers including joint applicant on this request Dr Mike 
Yeadon, have warned, in the worst possible scenario, most of the human race who have 
received these m-RNA treatments will perish. 26 "

Prosecutor Carlos Insaurralde: “I Assure You That These Vaccines Are Destined 
to Kill Us”  

https://truthcomestolight.com/prosecutor-carlos-insaurralde-i-assure-you-that-these-
vaccines-are-destined-to-kill-us/
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Carlos Insaurralde, the prosecutor behind the case of the man who died after being 
inoculated talks about graphene oxide and other unknown substances, and urges 
people to file lawsuits to stop the poisoning of the population. CLIP

German Government ‘Concerned’ About Massive Anti-COVID Restriction Protests 
(January 21, 2022) 

https://humansarefree.com/2022/01/german-government-concerned-about-massive-
anti-covid-protests.html

The German government is seriously “concerned” over the sheer number of protests 
against COVID restrictions in recent weeks, which are the most widespread in the 
country’s history. Influential German broadsheet Die Welt reveals that on the same day, 
protests took place in over 1,000 locations across the country. ... A scandal in Hamburg 
where the Mayor falsely claimed that the unvaccinated represented 95% of COVID 
cases didn’t do anything to restore trust. A Senate investigation reported the actual 
number to be 14.3%. Germany is still pushing ahead with plans to make the COVID jab 
mandatory, with a parliamentary debate on the issue planned for next week.

Across Canada, 20 legal actions in court against various COVID mandates are 
underway 

https://fddlp.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/Tous-les-recours-publics-Quebec-et-
Canada-en-date-du-18-janvier-2022.pdf

600 Austrian Police Demand Govt To Cancel Tyrannical Mandate

https://humansarefree.com/2022/01/600-austrian-police-demand-govt-to-cancel-
tyrannical-mandate.html

Trusted News Initiative (TNI) or Corrupted News Initiative? Mission: Systematic 
censorship of the world’s top public health experts 

https://covidcalltohumanity.org/2021/08/18/trusted-news-initiative-or-corrupted-news-
initiative-mission-systematic-censorship-of-the-worlds-top-public-health-experts/

... TNI has become an instrumental tool for the suppression of life-saving information. 
Woodworth says that the TNI has participated in the suppression of the following: • the 
source of SARS-CoV-2 • denial of early treatments for COVID     the voices of 
dissenting health professionals • the record number of serious post-vaccination side 
effects and deaths • natural immunity is stronger than vaccinated immunity • evidences 
of pathogenic priming and ADE • the central role of co-morbidities in serious COVID 
disease.  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On “Science” and Controversy Infectious disease outbreaks require constant re-
evaluation of accepted truth by  Robert W Malone MD, MS Inventor of mRNA & 
DNA vaccines, RNA as a drug.

https://rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/on-science-and-controversy

... The trusted news initiative aggressively employs both globally coordinated media and 
the tools of modern big technology to censor, demean, de-platform, delegitimize and de-
license all others who seek to document, advance or discuss alternative versions of 
officially endorsed reality. The trusted news initiative has functionally morphed into 
Orwell’s predicted ministry of truth.    Backed by the combined power of national and 
international governmental structures, massive transnational investment funds the likes 
of which the world has never seen before, and the commercial assets (Big Pharma, Big 
Media, Big Tech) over which the funds exert horizontally integrated control through 
access to investment capital and structural leadership ties.    
 
This is the most intrinsically anti-science global organization ever implemented in the 
history of modern man.  The closest historical approximation to this monstrosity is the 
Catholic Church during the Spanish inquisition. When this history of this pandemic is 
written, the combined effect of the Trusted News Initiative and autocratic national and 
international public health leaders will be documented as being responsible for massive 
excess human suffering and loss of life due to suppression of the discussion and 
dissent which is critical for the modern scientific process to accurately discern evolving 
truth and inform effective public policy decisions.  This must stop, before yet more 
avoidable, unnecessary suffering and loss of life accrues.

Editor-In-Chief Of Germany’s Top Newspaper Apologizes For Fear-Driven COVID 
Coverage

https://humansarefree.com/2022/01/bild-newspaper-apologizes-for-fear-driven-covid-
coverage.html

Withholding vaccine safety data ‘morally indefensible,’ medical journal says (22 
Jan, 2022)

https://www.rt.com/news/546851-vaccine-safety-data-transparency-criticism/ 

The British Medical Journal criticized Covid-19 vaccine manufacturers for ‘reaping vast 
profits’ without proper independent scrutiny

Moderna Stock Crashes – Losses Top $130 Billion, Stock Down 67% from Highs 
Last Year Following Lackluster COVID Vaccine Results 

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/01/moderna-stock-crashes-losses-top-130-
billion-stock-67-highs-last-year-following-lackluster-covid-vaccine-results/
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Evidence That US Government Targeted Red States With Deadly Batches of 
Vaccine - Use your own discernment about this...

https://www.lewrockwell.com/2022/01/no_author/evidence-that-us-government-targeted-
red-states-with-deadly-batches-of-vaccine/

34,337 deaths 3,120,439 injuries from COVID injections in European database, as 
UK public data shows 35 deaths 213 hospitalizations among triple vaccinated 
boosters - Through 18 December 2021

https://bit.ly/3H9pRiB

15 Percent of Germans Report Severe Side Effects After mRNA Treatments 
January 22, 2022

https://www.europereloaded.com/15-percent-of-germans-report-severe-side-effects-
after-mrna-treatments/

Survey shows how common serious vaccine side effects really are... The number who 
report serious side effects is particularly explosive, also in view of the excess mortality 
that has increased dramatically for several months and cannot be explained by corona 
deaths. 45 percent of those vaccinated report mild/weak side effects. Only 40 percent of 
those vaccinated, less than half, state that they have not felt any side effects at all.

Dangerous and Deadly: Over 1000 Scientific Studies Referencing Injuries and 
Deaths From Covid Vaccines (January 20, 2022) 

https://www.lewrockwell.com/2022/01/vasko-kohlmayer/dangerous-and-deadly-
over-1000-scientific-studies-referencing-injuries-and-deaths-from-covid-vaccines/

... Some of the post vaccine adverse reactions that these studies describe include:  
Fatal cerebral; haemorrhage; Venous thrombosis; Immune thrombocytopenic purpura; 
Myocarditis; Pericarditis; Myopericarditis; Death; Guillain-Barré syndrome; Acute venous 
thromboembolism; Lymphadenopathy; Acute thrombosis of the coronary tree; Cerebral 
venous sinus thrombosis; Portal vein thrombosis; T-cell lymphoma; Aphasia; 
Anaphylaxis; Cardiomyopathy; Thrombophilia. This is only a partial list of vaccinal 
afflictions.

India's Ivermectin Blackout - Part V: The Secret Revealed

https://www.thedesertreview.com/opinion/columnists/indias-ivermectin-blackout---part-v-
the-secret-revealed/article_9a37d9a8-1fb2-11ec-a94b-47343582647b.html 
 
Ivermectin 62% Effective in Preventing COVID Mortality, 86% Effective in 
Preventing Infection, UK Doctor Says (01/19/22)

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/ivermectin-effective-preventing-covid-
mortality-infection/
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... “We are completely independent, funded by non-profits,” Lawrie said. “We have never 
done any pharmaceutical industry-sponsored work.”  Lawrie reviewed the results of her 
co-authored meta-analysis of 24 controlled trials of ivermectin, published in the 
American Journal of Therapeutics. She said the results showed ivermectin was 62% 
effective in preventing COVID mortality and 86% effective in preventing infection when 
taken preventatively.  “There have been misleading posts on the web,” she said, 
including one by a journalist, posing as a med student, purporting to debunk the meta-
analysis.  Lawrie said the original, professionally published article was ignored by the 
mainstream press, but this “debunking” by a non-scientist received extensive coverage.  
Lawrie’s peer-reviewed article also was taken down from her LinkedIn account.  “You 
have these social media sites removing scientific information done by people who are 
experts in their field,” Lawrie said. “Why are social media companies so intent on 
suppressing scientists trying to communicate info about new medicines?” 
 
Latest Public Health Data confirms Triple Vaccinated are still being hospitalised 
and dying due to Covid-19 (DECEMBER 22, 2021)  

https://dailyexpose.uk/2021/12/22/triple-vaccinated-still-dying-of-covid/

The latest data available from Public Health Scotland proves that the triple vaccinated 
are still catching Covid-19, being hospitalised with Covid-19, and dying due to Covid-19, 
despite claims the booster dose gives the recipient “ultimate” protection. The data also 
proves that the triple jabbed are being hospitalised and dying due to the Delta variant, 
not the Omicron variant, because the data stretches back to the 13th November 2021.

Israel Confirms Vaccine Fail Against Omicron: All Vaccine Mandates Must End 
Now

https://www.lewrockwell.com/2022/01/vasko-kohlmayer/israel-confirms-vaccine-fail-
against-omicron-all-vaccine-mandates-must-end-now/

Observations from an experienced nurse about the COVID vaccines

https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/observations-from-an-experienced

Among all the vaccines I have known in my life (diphtheria, tetanus, measles, rubella, 
chickenpox, hepatitis, meningitis, flu, and pneumonia, and tuberculosis) I have never 
seen a vaccine that forced me to wear a mask and maintain my social distance, even 
when you are fully vaccinated.  I had never heard of a vaccine that spreads the virus 
even after vaccination.  I had never heard of rewards, discounts, incentives to get 
vaccinated.  I never saw discrimination for those who didn't.  If you haven't been 
vaccinated no one has tried to make you feel like a bad person.  I have never seen a 
vaccine that threatens the relationship between family, colleagues and friends.  I have 
never seen a vaccine used to threaten livelihoods, work or school.  I have never seen a 
vaccine that would allow a 12-year-old to override parental consent.  After all the 
vaccines I listed above, I have never seen a vaccine like this one, which discriminates, 
divides and judges society as it is.  And as the social fabric tightens… It's a powerful 
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vaccine! It does all these things except IMMUNIZATION.  If we still need a booster dose 
after we are fully vaccinated, and we still need to get a negative test after we are fully 
vaccinated, and we still need to wear a mask after we are fully vaccinated, and still be 
hospitalized after we have been fully vaccinated, it will likely come to “It's time for us 
to admit that we've been completely deceived."

Watch our latest vaccine victim video before Vimeo censors it - Heartbreaking!

https://vimeo.com/668431045

Brownstone Institute latest update on the Great Covid Panic

https://mailchi.mp/a2b9509baebf/the-great-covid-panic-from-brownstone-
institute-6703985
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